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Corporate and
Product Brochure
AMG Environmental Security and
Power Management Solutions
Rack, Data Center and
Building Management

Battery Management
Patented monitoring, management and
alarm system for lead, NiCd, NiMH and
Li-Ion batteries.
To avoid sudden failure of UPS due to battery
defects, maintenance of batteries, extension
of battery life, preserving batteries in a healthy
status, long term data recording and analysis

Monitoring and control of sensors,
actuators/controllers for
computer rooms

UPS/Inverter
Teleservice

UPS/Inverter
Management Software

Remote control and management of
UPS and other power supply devices
via modem

Comprehensive alarm,
shutdown, redundancy
and management software
for PCs and networks

Accessories
Remote control of power sockets,
dry contacts, network UPS,
alarm controllers and sensors

Security and Risk Factors

Alarm Reaction Options

 Electrical Power Outage
 Network Malfunction
 Server Breakdown
 Over Voltage Damages
 Air Condition Breakdown
 Fire and Gas Alarm
 Water Leakage
 Unauthorized Access
 Breakage of Glass / Locks / Doors
 Battery Failure (Thermal Runaway, Corrosion)
 etc.

 Email, SMS
 Messenger Service
 Windows X11 Popup Window
 Dial-out UNMS
 Acoustical Alarms
 Optical Alarms
 LED-MATRIX Display
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Product Applications





Monitoring and Control of Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS)
Battery Management & Conditioning System (BMCS)
Control and Measurement Units for Facility Management
OEM and Customized Software Solutions

UPS Management
Remote monitoring and control of UPS systems
and other environmental security and power devices
A product range from a UPS SNMP adapter module
with a slot card or external box to a fully
enabled network web-manager with GSM and other
network communication.

Facility Management
Monitoring and control units for all kinds of sensors
and actuators to support a wide range of facility
applications.
Seamless integrated into a UPS network management solution with a web-manager as the central
control unit.

Software Solutions
Highly scalable and reliable suite of UPS, environmental and battery management software
A Full range of application software to support a
single desktop workstation to a multi-platform computing center running on multi operating systems
and multi network communications.

Accessories
A mix of supporting devices for UPS and facility
management requirements that include Multiplexer
products and site-switches for power systems and
large UPS display systems for display of current
status.

Battery Management
AMG BMCS - Battery Management and
Conditioning Systems. A remote management
and
measurement system for standby battery
systems for performance and availability of power to
support the load.
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System Architecture

UPS/Inverter
Management Software
Comprehensive alarm,
shutdown, redundancy
and management software
for PCs and networks

UPS WEBMANAGER
and AMG BMCS
WEBMANAGER external
version or
slot version

UPS/Inverter
Teleservice
Remote control and
management of UPS
and other power supply
devices via modem

Battery Management
AMG BMCS®

Patented monitoring, management
and alarm system for lead batteries.
To avoid sudden failure of UPS due
to battery defects, maintenance of
batteries, extension of battery life,
preserving batteries in a healthy
status, long term data recording
and analysis

UPS or
other application
via RS232
at COM1

Software
AMG BMCS VIEWER

Flashlight
Alarm Buzzer
Relay Box

SENSORMANAGER

Serial
Temperature
Sensor

Rack, Data Center and
Building Management
Monitoring and control of
sensors, actuators/controllers
for computer rooms

Door Contact
Alarm Contact
Alarm Buzzer
Voltage Sensor

Accessories
Remote control of power sockets,
dry contacts, network UPS,
alarm controllers and sensors

Current Sensor
Temperature and
Humidity Sensor
Temperature Sensor
Water and
High Humidity Indicator
Smoke Sensor
Motion Sensor
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UPS Management
A product range from SNMP interface adapters to
fully featured web-managers to support remote monitoring and control of UPS, environmental and
AMG
BMCS
(Battery
Management
and
Conditioning sys-tems).

All these units are freely configurable for
event-handing and immediate notification of
alarm situations via email, SMS and network
messaging. They are compatible with over 1400
different UPS systems and power generators and
seamlessly integrated with other network
programs.

Facility Management
System extension for the web-manager includes
the remote SENSORMANAGER which is a box for
controlling and monitoring temperature, humidity
hydrogen gas, electrolyte fill level and many other
type of sensors as well as the management of
digital and analog input/output signals. This
product
set
expands
to
include
the
SITEMANAGER which is
a professional
monitoring and management unit for a rack
system, ideal for server and data center rooms.
The
SITEMONITOR
II
for
monitoring
electronic equipment and rooms in an industrial
environment.

SITEMANAGER II/V3 Status Display

SITEMANAGER II - 19“ Remote Control Rack for the facility management and the industrial array
and co-administration of more than thousand UPS devices.
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SITEMANAGER 6
BMCS (based on CS14)
19" Ethernet Rack Manager for Environmental Sensors,
Voltage & Current Sensors, Customized Sensors, Alarm
Contacts and for Power Switching
Teleservice "Email Trap" server, with SNMP V 3 Multiple language interface!
SITEMANAGER with integrated BMCS WEBMANAGER, widerange input (18Volt-75 Volt),
faster and larger FlashRom for alarm log history
With UPS interface (optional) on COM 1

The SITEMANAGER 6 is the CS141 based
rack version of the BMCS WEBMANAGER
with SITEMANAGER IV functionality, built
for 19" racks and much faster! The
device can be operated via the web
browser interface to switch 8 outputs (up to
4A AC), and to monitor 8 digital (drycontact alarm input and/or output) and 8
analogue inputs (0-10V, 0-20mA and/ or
4-20mA sensors) and can manage up to
500 BMCS modules. The device has a
space saving design suited for 19” rack
installations.
Users can individually configure alarms
and automatic reactions. The
SITEMANAGER 6 is fully UNMS
compatible -fully manageable through
UNMS software.

SITEMANAGER 6 BMCS

The SITEMANAGER 6 provides the ability
to monitor environmental data and set alarm
thresholds based on customer requirements.
Also other non-computer devices may be
managed via this unit, using the digital input
channel for status indication and alarm
management for up to 500 batteries with BMCS.

NEW

Options for SITEMANAGER 6 BMCS are found by Options SITEMANAGER IV
Following some examples of options for the SITEMANAGER 6 BMCS see Options for SITEMANAGER IV for prices and details

Smoke DetectorTemperature Sensor

Flashlight

DC Current SensorBMCS DC Current Sensor
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AMG BMCS Battery
Management
®

AMG BMCS – is the most economic professional
individual battery monitoring solution for stationary
batteries used for avoiding UPS failures!
In the past, considerable costs resulted from the regular
exchanging of batteries in UPS devices. This was a
precautionary measure since the user could not
precisely determine the current status of the individual
batteries and the performance data of the individual
battery did not exist. Those who did not exchange the
batteries for cost reasons found themselves walking
on a tight rope between total security and the
complete failure of the UPS system. For static UPS
devices, the danger of an undiscovered defect battery
is always present and once the need arises this will
cause a total UPS failure. Standby battery systems are
a large and important part of the back-up power for both
UPS and telecommunication applications. The
constant high performance of each battery within a
battery system is therefore vital to guarantee that the
battery is able to support the load when required. The
continuous monitoring of each ac-cumulator is
therefore paramount to make sure that it performs
when required.

The problems with VRLA are already well known:
sulphation of plates, grid corrosion and excessive
gassing to name a few. The AMG BMCS system
will be able monitor and identify the cause of the
problem before the failure has an impact on the
overall battery performance and also able to
overcome many of the identified battery problems.

BMCS C module REV3

Accessories
A range of accessories and supplement devices for UPS,
battery and facility management solutions. This includes remote
display, active dry-contact relay boards, power switches,
temperature and humidity sensors, hydrogen gas sensors, water
flooding sensors, etc.

SM_T
Temperature Sensor

SM_VMC
Sensor for AC Voltage Measurement

SM_MD
Motion Detector

SM_SD
Smoke Detector

CON_R_AUX
Relay Board CS121

LED2_130 - LED Ethernet Display, 130 cm
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Software Solutions
The AMG, LLC UPS Management Software is a full collection of client/server applications for network and local workstations for monitoring the status of the system resources and managing operational resources in changing conditions.

UNMS II Software
UNMS II – UPS Network Management System is a
web-server based customized software for the parallel graphical monitoring of multi UPS site locations
or other network devices.

RCCMD Software

This software shows current status of several
UPSMAN sites that could be running on different
platforms or CS121 SNMP Interfaces or AMG
BMCS (Battery Management) web-manager via a
network using TCP/IP or SNMP or through a
modem. This is an ideal product for remote service
control centers and additional information is
available on pages 8 and 9 of this brochure.

RCCMD is for single or multi-server shutdown software application and is available for multi operating
software systems. With this software, computers can
receive a shutdown signal or message from any
UPSMAN or AMG CS121 or other AMG compatible
device.

Screenshot UNMS II

UPSMON / UPSVIEW Software
RCCMD client redundancy configuration page

UPSMON is a graphical windows client for operation
and monitoring the active UPSMAN software connected to the UPS.
UPS routine schedules can be programmed for a
series of actions to check the status of the UPS and
execute different programs.

UPSMAN Software
UPSMAN monitors all the conditions of a UPS
system and can respond with a variety of actions to
a mix of different events and this may include
shutting down a server or just sending warning
messages via emails to connected users.

Screenshot UPSVIEW web-server

Screenshot UPSMON Windows
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Software System Architecture

RCCMD Software
 Network remote-control of any operating system and computer.
 Transfers alarm messages and remote script commands through
networks on multiple computers and different operating systems
 Simultaneous shutdown of computers and operating systems at
critical conditions

BMCS

UNMS II Software
 Network management software for monitoring and
managing of UPS, inverters, rectifiers, batteries,
generators and environmental sensor.
Programmable reactions in case of critical conditions
 Various connections (LAN, Modem, Wireless, VPN etc.)
and customizable user interface

UPSMAN Software

UPSVIEW Software

 Management module for UPS systems
through serial, USB and network ports
 Messaging and automatic shutdown in
case of critical conditions
 Programmable for individual scripting
 Graphical interface and logging

 Web and Windows-application for the
graphical display and management of UPS
and other devices.
 Display of graphs, measuring data
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The AMG, LLC Service Tools
AMG, LLC provides a wealth of Software Management Service Tools to help its Channel Partners in
providing performance data and control information
to help them run their operational service group to
support their customer base. These tools allow our
channel partners to monitor and manage many
system devices remotely via their own command center
in live situations providing their engineers with critical
data to make a discussion on the course of actions to
be taken. These tools are a vital part of any service
operational strategy that not only increases
productivity but also customer level of satisfaction.

UNMS Management Software
The UNMS II is a network monitoring and management software system that can be individually
customized to manage your service operational requirements. Not only can UNMS II manage UPS systems
and other power supply devices but also things like
environmental sensors and alarm contacts as well as
a BMCS Battery Management System. UNMS II runs
as a system service on Windows 2003, 2008, XP and
Windows 7 & 8 and collects the status information of
all system objects and determines the status of their
condition and alarms. The status of the alarm devices
are displayed on different graphic levels and can be
configured to execute any user defined actions in
case of an alarm. UNMS II is completely web based
and can be operated from any WAN/LAN
workstation. User groups can be defined and
configured for controlling the authorization of
different users, restricting certain parties to monitoring
only and giving authorized users administration
privileges. For example, the central administrator
can monitor and if necessary take action to manage all
of the processes in the network.
One unique feature of UNMS II is its ability to allow
system administrators to freely design its user
interface making it simple and intuitive enough that even
users with practically no network experience can use
it easily.
The individual usage of backgrounds and different
graphical representations on various levels (i.e.
overview country, city, building, room, UPS) quickly
guide users to the source of problems in even the
most complex systems and on the other side, makes
the installation of integrating single devices into such
complex systems much easier.
This is an ideal product that any service operation
should have installed to give you up to date current
status at anytime and help with the diagnostic of a
problem situation that will allow the engineer to take

the appropriate actions. No other network management system can do this! UNMS II is available for
networks of different sizes (10, 50, 150, 250, 500
and for those with over 1000 objects) and the
management of BMCS Battery Management
systems. This is a very powerful service tool to
help the user and the service company to
manage the battery systems and to plan predictive
maintenance.

Network Communication
Connection between the monitoring devices and the
UNMS Management Software can be established in
4 different ways:
1. TCP/IP network connections via LAN and VPN
tunnel via secured internet connection
2. Wireless GSM/EDGE network connection via
VPN tunnel by the AMG DATA SERVER
portal
3. In the push mail mode “Email Trap” with the us
age of SMTP
4. Modem peer-to-peer solution
The UNMS II can run on all 4 modes at the same
time and therefore all installed devices of an enduser can be monitored from anywhere.
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Network Architecture
The following figure displays the UNMS II with all 4 communication ways in the version UNMS II server connects with
Teleservice module and Data Center module.

The State

The Country

The Systems
Configurate
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BMCS Battery Management
The AMG BMCS®
Technology

AMG BMCS System Components

The
patented
AMG BMCS®
“Battery
Management
und
Conditioning System” is the 3rd
generation Battery
Monitoring
and Management system that is
integrated into the network. It
periodically checks the internal
resistance,
temperature and
voltage of each individual battery.
In addition, it can regulate the
charged
capacity
of
each
battery and monitor the ambient
conditions
(temperature,
air
humidity,
external
alarms,
hydrogen
gas
concentra-tion)
and the different loads (UPS,
inverters and other devices).
The constant monitoring and controlling of the individual charging voltages for each battery will ensure
the availability of the battery at all times and it will
notify the user immediately of the quality of the
battery being used in comparison to each
other.
AMG BMCS® is suitable for all lead based
batteries (AGM, GEL,VRLA, wet-cells batteries),
NiCd, NiMH and Li-Ion.
Our Patented “Equalizing/Balancing” function
harmonizes the individual battery voltages in the
strings and therefore avoids overcharges or
undercharges which results in a longer lifespan of
the complete battery system.

A) AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER
B) AMG BMCS Modules

C) AMG BMCS Cables
D) AMG BMCS VIEWER Software

AMG BMCS
VIEWER typical
discharge /
charge process

The
free
AMG
BMCS
VIEWER
soft-ware
shows
the
equalizing/balancing of a
battery (shown as bold violet
line)
during
a
dis-charge/
recharge
process
– AMG
BMCS
Equalizing/
Balancing avoids that this battery
gets over-charged since other
batteries still require further
charging.
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Pat. Equalizing/Balancing
The AMG BMCS system uses an “auto-adaptive”
control process to provide individual charging and
discharging voltage of every battery within the
battery system. Our patented balancing process is
in Europe known as “EQUALISATION”, in the rest
of the world known as “BALANCING”!
The AMG BMCS webmanager (control unit)
collects the voltages of every single battery via the
communica-tion bus and sets a target voltage
level for every battery. The AMG BMCS modules
will now cooperate to equalize/balance the voltage
of all batteries to reach this final target level at the
same time, not leaving any battery behind or allow
batteries to drift beyond the tolerate voltage
thresholds.
That means if an battery with higher impedance tries
to hoist the voltage at the ongoing charging current,
the AMG BMCS module activates a bypass and
through this, redirects the charging current from
this battery to others which may require extra
charge. Thus the voltage of this battery remains
constant around this set point and will follow in any
change as soon as the central unit alters this set
point.
Through this optimized charging of each battery via
the AMG BMCS “Equalizing/Balancing”
process, full charge level of every battery in the
battery string is archived, which results in a up to
18% high battery capacity compared with nonthis
Equalized systems. Furthermore
equalizing/balancing process avoids a single
battery overcharging (avoids gas-sing or drying
out) or undercharging (creating sul-phation). Due
to the above mentioned “care” charging of the
battery, a dramatic higher service life and reliability
is possible. The charging difference, until a
replacement is possible, will be fully balanced
through the AMG BMCS “Equalizing/Balancing”
process.
Note: The European wording “Equalizing” should not
be misunderstood as the overcharging process
known from wet-cells in other parts of the world.
“Equalizing” is a balancing of voltages of every cell
towards the chargers target voltage. This
harmonization
of
voltages
is
called
“BALANCING” or “EQUALIZING” and should
be understood as identical!

The Benefits of AMG
BMCS Battery
Management
Equalizing/Balancing




Brings over and under-charged batteries to a
balanced voltage level.
Provides the ideal utilization of the battery capacity (up to 18% more capacity) and increases the
lifespan.

Continuous Monitoring of
Battery Performance and
Parameters







Will give an enhanced system reliability and
system resilience
Reduces frequent site inspections for manual
measurements
Avoids any business interruption due to battery
failures
During a power failure you can be sure that the
critical load is still supported
Increases your peace of mind

Predictive Monitoring




Historical battery data provides you with trending
information and advance warning of failing batteries and the whole battery system
Allows the user to plan selective replacement

Early Detection of Failures




That would otherwise cause a system crash at
power outage
Allows the user to spread the replacement cost
avoiding a large capital spend

Extended Battery Life




Equalizing the batteries voltage level extends the
service life
With real time information the user can replace
the faulty cell at a planned time to avoid impacting other cells and thereby reducing costs

Web-Management




Provides remote monitoring
Integrated management for UPS status and environmental sensors

Cost Effective Method



A planned cost effective method rather than a
reactive emergency maintenance

Graphic left: Charging process of batteries with AMG
BMCS® patented equalizing/balancing – the charging of
battery 3 is capped to prevent overcharging that could
cause gassing. Supply of charging energy to battery 2
is continued and boosted until the target charging
voltage is obtained. Battery 1 performs ideally and is not
regulated.
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The key AMG BMCS
Features for Battery
Management
Equalizing/Balancing




Brings over and under-charged batteries to a
balanced voltage level.
Provides the ideal utilization of the battery capacity (up to 18% more capacity) and increases the
lifespan

Individual Cell Voltage Measurement



To determine the imbalance between cells in a
battery string to provide additional information
that a potential cell is failing

Discharge and Recharge
Performance Data





Provides an early indication that the cell is failing
Battery string current shows differences between
the strings during charge and discharge phase

Individual Impedance Measurement



A major indicator for trending the performance of
a cell for failure

Individual Cell Temperature
Measurement





Mapping out the heat of the battery
Essential in the detection of potential thermal
runaway

Different current values between strings can indicate failing cells
Storage of cell information during a discharge for
view later

Innovative Technology



String and Battery Voltage
Measurement




Float and discharge current measurements per
string

AMG, LLC is the first to introduce the Equalizing/
Balancing process for accumulators, based on an
auto-adaptive control logic which was patented in
2004

Standards



All our hardware products have CE, UL and CSA
approval

Safety



AMG, LLC produces with AMG BMCS the only
product in the battery management market which
is fuse protected. Such fuses allow to the system
to automatically disconnect the measuring sensor
from the battery in case of overheating or other
massive failures of a battery and is therefore the
only BMS sensor which can be installed in
hazardous locations. Additionally all AMG BMCS
sensors are coated against corrosives and are
designed to work in industrial applications.

Important when cells are installed in a battery
cabinet

Progressive “Alarm” Management




Fully programmable for key parameters that indicate an issue needs to be addressed
Settings on: Voltage, temperature and impedance

Easy to Install



Measuring cable with integrated DC fuses, to protect
cables and modules for high impedance batteries.

Installation is fast and inexpensive with snap-in
pre-terminated cables

History Trending and Performance
Analysis




Provides user with historical information to review
performance of the cells
Trending of impedance data over time can be
vital in detecting a failing cell

Easy installation through EMI shielded, pluggable bus
cables.
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Software Management Tools
Accent Monitoring Group, LLC provides two methods for viewing the AMG BMCS battery management data,
live via the web-manager or data that is downloaded to the AMG BMCS Viewer for performance analysis and
battery trending of data.

1. AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER
Data Display
When you are communicating directly with the webmanager via an IP address you will be able to see
the AMG BMCS Battery Management and any
environ-mental products, plus any UPS status
conditions if connected. This information will show
you live data for all key measurement points
within the system. This information is stored
locally and for the AMG BMCS Battery data is
available for download to our AMG BMCS Viewer
for management analysis.

2. AMG BMCS VIEWER
The AMG BMCS VIEWER is the software battery
management tool that provides graphical
information of history files and comprehensive data
on each of the batteries within the battery system
and is free from the AMG website.
This will allow the user to view historical data for
trending and analysis of performance to manage his
battery system and any scheduling of the maintenance programs. This process allows the user to
store the data long term and free up the webmanagers memory for additional data.

AMG BMCS® web server displays here the battery status
of 140 batteries.
Any
change
in
impedance,
temperature and voltage is displayed and stored.
Status LEDs show a

Features










AMG BMCS VIEWER shows the individual battery voltage
of all batteries at the end of a discharge. The red
dotted line shows the voltages when power has returned.
In the lower bar graph is shown which batteries have
collapsed earlier than others and have been discharged. to
a very low level. These batteries are a risk to the complete
system.

Communicates with multiple webmanagers via
LAN or Internet, offline ( SD Card, email transfer
of log files, import of log files)
Captures archives, reports and graphically
displays data by location
Uses a database to store information for easy
retrieval
Displays voltage, temperature, current and
impedance trends
Provides trending data per cell on equalization,
impedance and temperature
Displays logging data of events and parameter
settings
All measurements
quarter/year

displayed

by

day/month/

Allows for trending analysis against high, low and
Avg cells

The Benefits






Reduces the time required to review battery data
Allows for easy graphical analysis and data
interpretation
Becomes a planning tool for scheduling
maintenance work
Reduction in resource required to gather the
system data

Screenshot left: Typical discharge and recharge
voltage and current curve displayed with the AMG BMCS
VIEWER
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Hardware System Overview
The
AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER
The AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER is the central
control unit for the system, where all information
will be interpreted and stored. The central unit
provides control and information for not only the
battery management system but also for the UPS
status and any environmental products connected
within the system. For the battery management
system the AMG BMCS webmanager calculates
constantly the reference value of the charging
voltage, which every battery should have the
correct overall voltage. If any battery deviates
from the average charging voltage the AMG BMCS
WEBMANAGER sends a correction command
to the specific AMG BMCS module to manage this
battery. This individual charging/discharging of
batteries is our patented “Equalizing/Balancing”
process.
The values for the internal impedance, the voltage
and the temperature will also be collected and
monitored
through
the
AMG
BMCS
WEBMANAGER. The AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER
has an internal Flash-ROM of at least 32MB
(BUDGET version), which is able to store all
accumulator data up to 2 years (depending on the
number of batteries).

AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER BUDGET III

Typical installation of front terminal batteries

The system can be configured to raise alarms when
key parameters for both, early warnings or risk
levels, are reached. These alarms will be logged
with all the data and routed via the network or
(optional) modem, email, SMS,
SNMP or
RCCMD. The alarm system provides an audible
sound via a local buzzer and an alarm LED plus
dry contacts for external interfaces. Alarms are
also readable in the MOD-BUS format at
one
of
the
serial interfaces and/or over
MODBUS over IP.
The AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER version III can
manage and control up to 330 batteries modules.
The battery modules can be split into 10 parallel
strings. The current state of the batteries and the
UPS (if the UPS is serial connected) are
displayed via web-browser and optical and
acoustically through an LED and a buzzer and on
the dry contact alarm out-put.
The AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER provides a web
interface and several other interfaces to remotely
access the stored data and to send out alarm as
message (network message, modem, email,
SMS, SNMP, MODBUS and as option PROFIBUS
and LONBUS).
Typical installation of front terminal batteries
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AMG BMCS Module
The control of the charging and discharging
activity of each battery during the equalizing/
balancing process and the measuring of the
actual state of the battery (Voltage, temperature
and impedance)
is transmitted
through
the
AMG BMCS
C-modules, which are mounted on every
battery. The accordant C-module for your battery
system is dependent on the battery type
(Voltage).
The modules are available for 2v,
2.4v, 6v, 12v and
16v. For technical details about the AMG BMCS
system please refer to the latest data sheet
available as download from
www.accentmonitoringgroup.com

BMCS module C20/C23/C30/C40/C42 REV 3

AMG BMCS module REV 3 with temperature sensor external

AMG BMCS
System Installation
AMG BMCS is a plug-and-play system, easy to
install, using
pre-assembled power/measuring
and
bus communication cables. The system
provides you with automatic addressing and default
thresholds for most battery types. It provides
optical isolated bus system and several fuses for
protection against high impedance batteries, wrong
setup or other damages at the battery or the
installation itself. Safety is one of our key features!

AMG
BMCS

For technical details about the AMG BMCS system
please refer to the latest data sheet available as
download from www.accentmonitoringgroup.com

Typical setup with AMG BMCS WEBMANAGER BUDGET III
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